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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to develop an online-based learning resource for Indonesian language teachers. The development step started with the identification of learning objectives, learning process, analysis of learning resources and environments, formulation of specific objectives, design of assessment instruments and learning strategies, selection and development of teaching materials, design and evaluation of formative development projects, and making of good terms. The findings showed that the formative evaluations by experts showed the agreements of 89.23% from educational technology experts, 97.50% from material experts, and 90.00% from multimedia experts. The agreements informed that the online-based learning could be recommended for Indonesian language teachers. Furthermore, the average results of individual trials were 89.21%, small group trials (97.13%), and field trials (89.04%). The online-based learning resource established in this research and development study was feasible and useable. Implications of the findings are also discussed.
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Introduction

The development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the 21st Century, especially online-based, has had a major impact on education (Prasojo et al., 2019). The contribution of ICT-based learning, especially online-based, is currently far beyond what has been imagined by educational experts and practitioners. The role of online-based learning has been able to change the ways of education. For teachers, the role of technology like online-based multimedia in increasing competence to design-based learning is needed. Designing learning is the main scenario and pattern of learning which is carried out systematically and procedurally between components in the learning system. Through online-based learning, teachers achieve many beneficial things and new understanding. Online-based learning has been able to create a new culture of learning and teaching skills required for 21st century education (Chai, Tan, Deng, & Koh, 2017; Göksün & Kurt, 2017; Muhaimin et al., 2019; Prasojo et al., 2017; Prasojo et al., 2018; Prasojo et al., 2020) in producing and developing the number of knowledgeable and skilled graduates. This requirement is found in the Indonesian teacher's pedagogical competency standards that teachers must integrate multimedia in learning. Technology-based learning provides high confidence for teachers (Muhaimin et al., 2019; Mukminin et al., 2019; Syaiful et al., 2019) to access various learning components.

Online-based learning projects encourage people to collaborate in collegial communities who share common vision and goals in various ways. In these groups, teachers can solve problems, revise work, and build knowledge (Ivers & Barron, 2002). Within this situation, teachers have the opportunity to learn independently and apply their skills in real practice. Teachers can learn and assess their work. The impact and importance of various knowledge from learning resources can be obtained, such as the problem of designing learning; challenge of communicating with different study participants (Hadiyanto et al., 2013). It is also important on how to provide and accept responses as a constructive criticism and evaluation. The positive impact of applying online-based learning helps users have the competence and skills on using technology and preparing it for their future career demands. Therefore, this research was conducted in the context of Indonesian education.

Increasing pedagogical and professional competences of teachers in designing learning is an umbrella for learning success. The focus of this research was on the process of developing learning resources for designing online-based learning for Indonesian junior high school language teachers. The purpose of this research was to provide specific learning resources for designing learning by utilizing online multimedia. The results of this study were hoped to contribute greatly as a model for teachers, principals, supervisors, and other education and training practitioners in designing learning. For further research, the results of this study presented qualitative data that could be used as a reference for further experiments or development. To achieve the purpose of the study, one major research question was: How is the online-based learning resource for Indonesian language teachers developed?
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Effective learning

Effective learning planning produces effective learning (Jones & Davis, 2011). Therefore, it is important to do design-based learning. Design-based learning is a pattern, sequence, and procedure that guide learning processes. It is an activity in determining the conditions of learning and the needs of individual learning as well as determining the objectives, creating models, approaches, and learning strategies as intervention steps in the transformation of learning. Effective learning could be realized if there is an effective design. Design-based learning is a systematic method for analyzing, designing, developing, evaluating, and managing teaching process for efficient knowledge and learning experience (Dick & Carey, 2009; Ross & Kemp, 2004; Hadiyanto et al., 2013; Posner & Rudnitsky, 2001; Smith & Ragan, 2005; Chen, 2011). Learning theory should be implemented into the design in relation to the improvement of the quality of performances aiming to improve students’ performance and the efficiency and effectiveness of learning (Gagne & Briggs, 1978; Rothwell & Kazanas, 2004). Thus, designing learning is an activity that includes a series of actions from various existing components, interrelated, including analyzing learning individuals, learning environment and objectives, selecting and developing assessment strategies and tools, selecting and developing learning materials, and evaluating learning outcomes. Design-based learning effort should be conducted by teachers.

Teachers in design-based learning

Design-based learning should have impacts on learning process to make learning to be more effective. Effective learning can be observed from high learning motivation and communicative interactions between teachers, students, and the environment as a source of learning as well as the completeness of the learning process (Keller, 2010; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). To measure Indonesian teachers’ pedagogical competences, teacher competency test (TCT) is adopted. TCT is an evaluation program implemented by the Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture (MoNE, 2015). The 2015 TCT results show the low pedagogical and professional competence of Indonesian teachers. The TCT value obtained was still under the minimum criteria required by MoNE, which was 55 out of 100.

The low quality of teachers’ competences is inseparable from the lack of focus on strategies and models for pedagogical and professional development. In addition, the teacher development strategy does not seem to be based on an assessment of the needs. In addition, the training model does not require teachers to improve their designing learning in an attempt for innovative and creative way to the level of the implementation. As a result, the efforts that have been made, whether facilitated by the central government or the regional ministry, are not maximized. Training models and materials do not adjust to the conditions needed by teachers (MoNE, 2015). The training material still presents many aspects of
learning policies and theories, not the practice of designing learning. The discussed trends and issues do not adjust to the latest paradigms of the current development of education and learning. Limited availability of learning resources for teachers is another factor to be solved. Learning resources for designing learning should also be improved (Habibi, Yusop, & Razak, 2020).

In line with the progress of technology integration in the world of education, the use of online-based learning in an effort to increase teachers’ competences in designing learning has many advantages. Submission of learning materials through online is more efficient (Allen & Seaman, 2013) and it benefits financially. Teacher does not need to go to a certain place in a certain time to access learning. In addition, online-based learning resource is a distributed collaborative hypermedia information system (Vaughan, 2006) which houses various information that can be accessed through the Internet. These benefits can increase interactivity and productivity (Arkun & Akkoyunlu, 2008; Cathorall, Xin, Blankson, Kempland, & Schaefer, 2018; Frey & Sutton, 2010). Therefore, it can generate interest, support attraction, build independence, and improve online communication skills.

The development of online-based learning resources for teachers is based on a behavioristic view (Nurdin, 2005). It can determine the development of knowledge acquisition. Meanwhile, constructivist (Regeluth, 1999) viewed that learning occurs when students actively create their own knowledge. Learning cannot be separated from the learning environment (Pritchard & Woollard, 2010) and constructivism lays on the importance of the social environment. In other words, the experiences that exist in individuals who learn from their social life can be integrated into learning. A constructivist orientation in learning with online-based learning resources is important to understand and do, considering that teachers as users of learning resources must be able to build new knowledge, based on the experiences they have. The rich environment that teachers have, such as collegial community, school environment, academic environment, and other social environments would greatly assist teachers in building new knowledge, including about design learning.

The reason for combining online multimedia with learning resource materials is to improve teachers’ design learning (Jones & Davis, 2011). There is a need to plan learning better which in turn would motivate people to learn. The development of online multimedia-based learning resources is also based on the assumption (Gustafson & Branch, 2002). Designing and developing learning patterns are needed as a concept and communication framework for analyzing, designing, developing, and evaluating.

**Methodology**

*Research design, participants, and locale of the study*

This research applied research and development (R&D) method. R&D is very likely to be applied in the field of education, because it has a close relationship between systematic evaluation of programs or projects and their future development. It is a facilitation of the
study of new models, tools, and procedures so that we can reliably anticipate their effectiveness and efficiency (Richey & Nelson, 2000). The steps done in the current study followed a systematic and procedural approach proposed by Dick and Carey (2009). The selection of this model was based on the characteristics and orientation of the model and the products.

The first characteristic of the development, that the product in the form of learning resource is systematically arranged and developed. Learning resources are part of the components that exist in learning that must be designed in a systematic way. Systemic development techniques that are relevant to the elements must be present in the learning resources as the results of the development. The second characteristic is that the product development is packed with online-based multimedia. Multimedia development is procedure oriented. The relevant model in multimedia development in this study is the model applied by Alessi and Trollip (2001). Product development resulting from the combination of the two models can be measured. This learning resource is ultimately more quality and effective to be used by the teachers in design-based learning. The stages of R&D of the current study are shown in Figure 1.

**Figure 1. Stages of the R & D**

![Diagram of R&D stages](image)

Data collection and analysis

Data collection in this research was carried out through preliminary research, design, development, and evaluation procedures (including: expert validation and field trials). Data were collected using questionnaire, observations, interviews, group discussion, and
The procedures for conducting R&D were as follows. For the main data collection, this study involved eighty-eight Indonesian language teachers. It also involved three supervisors, five principals, and two educational policy makers.

**Figure 2. Procedural model**

The procedure used in this study was triangulation techniques (Denscombe, 2007; Guion, 2002). The information obtained from the same event but from different participants for verification. Triangulation techniques include data, investigation, theory, and method. The triangulation method allows data analysis to be more reliable even though it is through different methodologies. The triangulation method allows the emergence of various opinions in the same context. The reason for choosing this research design was because R&D studies can describe data collected from the initial study stage, development process, and in-depth evaluation process. Data obtained through a questionnaire were cross-checked with data from interviews, observations, documentation, and the results of trials. The R&D product validation process involved three experts in educational technology selected according to their expertise. Three experts who validated were those who had expertise in the fields of multimedia, learning, and educational technology. The three experts came from different universities. The experts were given an instrument in the form of a questionnaire to collect data consisting of two parts. The first part uses a 5-point Likert Scale (5 = very good, 4 = good, 3 = moderate, 2 = less, and 1 = very less). The second part aims at accepting comments from the experts.
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Findings

The results of the observations on preliminary research on teacher design-based learning showed that the quality of design-based learning did not meet the required standards. Only 35% of the lesson plans had measurable learning objectives. Lesson plan that had an evaluation design that met the standards according to learning objectives was only 25%, had a strategy and learning steps that required the activities of students only 20%, Lesson plans were equipped with learning materials relevant to the learning objectives were only 35%, and only 50% of them had learning media. Meanwhile, there was no electronic learning resources informed related to design-based learning. The observational data on the lesson plan were relevant to the results of interviews with supervisors, school principals, and policy makers. The following are the some quotations of the results of the interviews with two supervisors, one principal and one policy maker,

"Most teachers have not done curriculum analysis and mapping basic competences that will be taught according to the students’ learning needs. There are still many teachers who have not designed the learning. The existing design is still in the form of a duplicated one and does not reflect the results of the need analysis. Suggestions given by teachers must maximize collegial meetings for the purposes of collaborative design-based learning, group learning both independent learning and school-facilitated learning. “(Interviewee 1-Supervisor A)

"From the experience of supervising learning in the schools I supervised, most teachers have not maximally carried out the learning steps as designed in the lesson plan. As a result, the process of evaluating learning that should have been carried out was not done appropriately. Learning only emphasizes aspects of knowledge acquisition, not the process of forming critical thinking skills, forming good attitudes and kinesthetic language skills. “(Interviewee 2-Supervisor B)

"The limited learning resources both printed and electronic make teachers become uncreative in renewing and adjusting to the new paradigm of innovative design-based learning. It is recommended that teachers be able to utilize group discussions in the teacher’s work community in order to conduct collaborative workshops.” (Interviewee 1-Principal B)
"That the local government has not been able to optimally provide budgets for teacher training workshops in designing learning, the regional government through the education office also does not have enough financial supports to facilitate sufficient infrastructures that can facilitate the needs of teachers. Local governments still depend on funding sources from the central government through the school operational funds. What is still being done is asking the teachers to improve their competences independently by utilizing various learning resources available.

“(Interviewee 1-Stakeholder A)"

After researchers did the interviews in the preliminary need analysis research, the initial questionnaire was obtained based on the data. The questionnaire was required for designing online-based learning resources because of several factors; they had been able to use a computer with various applications available, they could use the facilities to access the Internet network at school and at home, and the school had provided support for the availability of computer and network devices.

According to teachers, the online learning resources they had accessed were still lacking regarding the contextual theory and practice; therefore, they needed to design online-based learning. Therefore, teachers wanted more flexible and up-to-date online learning resources specifically designed to online-based learning. This is based on the limited conventional learning resources (printed books) as a reference for designing learning. Even if available, the books presented an old paradigm and some parts were no longer relevant to the development of modern learning models and approaches. On the basis of needs analysis in the initial studies that had been carried out, it is important to develop an online-based learning resource for teachers.

The products developed in this project were in the form of online multimedia-based learning resources. Online multimedia was developed using a web Learning Management System (LMS) system. The use of LMS makes operational management to be easier than that of other media (Aman, Prasojo, Sofwan, Mukminin, Habibi, & Yaqin, 2020). The process of designing, operating, and editing that was easy and fast allows developers to develop learning resources properly. The results of the development were then evaluated and validated by a team of experts. The team of experts involved to validate the product includes: (1) educational technology experts; (2) expert design-based learning materials; and (3) learning multimedia experts. The results of the validation of educational technology experts are illustrated in Figure 3.

The results of the validation of the education technology expert on aspects of learning were considered to be very good. It was concluded that the indicators and principles of educational technology in the product development, online-based learning resources, were declared to have met the feasibility and could be continued in the trial process. Following are the results of expert validation of learning materials about design-based learning, as the following graph.
The assessment of each indicator meets the eligibility criteria. Based on the results of the validation, the expert recommended that learning resources for designing online-based learning be appropriate and continued for the trial process (Figure 4).

Multimedia learning experts assessed that the developed online-based learning resource had met the source of learning criteria. Each indicator met the eligibility criteria. So, it is believed that developed products could be used as a medium and a source of learning. On this basis the expert recommendation, the online-based learning resource was feasible and could be used in the trial process. The results of the validation of the three experts as illustrated in the graphs that have been presented, obtained the average eligibility as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5 illustrates, that the percentage of quality assessment results of the expert team was in very feasible. The expert team assessed that the source had been developed following the correct procedures and heeded the principles of the system and the method of model development. The expert team recommended that the product development could be continued to be tested and used by teachers both individually and in groups according to the existing characteristics. The use of development products by teachers in the trial process was carried out to see the qualitative effectiveness of the use of learning resources that had been developed. Table 1 illustrates the quality of teacher responses from the trial process.

Table 1. Trial results of the online-based learning resource

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Response quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Material Clarity</td>
<td>90,26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navigation Facility</td>
<td>87,62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material Eligibility</td>
<td>89,09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>89,21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small group</td>
<td>The performance of the display</td>
<td>96,27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effectiveness of Time</td>
<td>91,90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material Eligibility</td>
<td>94,10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illustration Suitability</td>
<td>96,25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appropriate Evaluation</td>
<td>90,00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>97,13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big group</td>
<td>Navigation Facility</td>
<td>88,57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relevance of Graphic</td>
<td>89,63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material Adequacy</td>
<td>89,57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material Updates</td>
<td>87,11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>89,04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1, illustrates that the quality of acceptance of trial subjects is very good. The response of the test subject to the indicators asked during the trial process was positive. The online-based learning resource generally met the expectations of teachers. It was quite effective in facilitating the development of design-based learning. The latest material characteristics, easy-accessible menu, interesting display, relevant illustrations, and suitable components could be utilized by the teachers in improving the competency of designing learning.

**Discussion**

Theoretically and practically, writing goals in design-based learning is important. Learning objectives are indicators that mark the achievement of a process that has been done. Learning objectives are also a guide for teachers in developing assessment instruments, writing teaching materials, developing learning strategies, as well as selecting appropriate learning media. Learning objectives (Dick & Carey, 2015) are important to highlight as a basic requirement for developing test items, whether students really have a possessed subordinate skill (entry behavior), and goals also help ensure the suitability of learning provided for certain students. In addition, the goal is useful for designers (teachers) who need improvement over previous learning that has not yet reached the learning target.

Learning objectives (Sanjaya, 2009) are components that influence all forms of interaction between teachers and students. As a binder, learning objectives are guidelines that are a source of design for other components included in learning so that the other components are bound together in the process of achieving goals. As it is known, learning is a system in which every component is a complete and complementary factor. The design of learning undertaken by the teacher includes an assessment plan, learning strategies, learning materials, methods, and media ultimately contributes to the achievement of objectives (Erlina et al., 2018).

Preliminary data that had been carried out provides the fact, that in terms of designing learning, it already had initial competences, such as: (1) teachers’ understanding of teaching and learning theory; (2) experience in designing learning; (3) basic ability in operating computers; (4) basic ability in integrating multimedia for learning; and (5) ability in learning independently and in groups. The competences and skills that had been mastered by the teachers had not been fully developed in designing learning. This fact was supported by the results of observations, interviews with the principals, as well as the supervision results on the completeness of teaching when the initial study was conducted. In fact, basic competences of these teachers are very potential in empowering teacher development efforts in designing learning.

The need for teachers to access online learning resources that can be used as guidelines in designing learning is greatly available. The teachers have not maximally used conventional learning resources in the form of books and printed modules to guide them in designing learning. On the other hand, learning resources for designing online-based learning are not yet available. The importance of developing online-based learning resources is also
based on the unavailability of learning resources that can specifically be used as a guide for teachers to design-based learning. The teachers want online learning resources that are specific and practically can be used independently or in groups.

After completing all stages of development, expert evaluation, and users’ trials, the online-based learning resource had been declared in a feasible way. The expert validation process was carried out through several stages and studies. Valid conclusions from experts were a strong basis for developers to test products for users, in this case Indonesian language teachers. The online-based learning resource that was validated by the experts had been declared eligible for teaching use in Indonesian education. According to the experts, the online-based learning was developed based on a material focus and presentation of designing learning. In addition, the online-based learning resource developed have met the criteria and principles of learning technology aimed at facilitating and improving user performance.

Characteristics of the learning resource for effective learning were considered “good”. According to the expert, that the provision of concrete examples of each material is able to foster enthusiasm and confidence for users to independently establish an online-based learning resource should follow the needs of students in their class. Independent learning (Mujiman, 2007) is an active learning activity that is driven by a motive to master a competence and build on the knowledge.

Giving reinforcement in online-based learning design can be done in accessible environment. This is important so that the users know how far they have mastered a study material. Strengthening and reversing learning outcomes are the form of motivation service (Santrock, 2007). Motivated behavior is a behavior with full of energy, endurance, discipline, learning creation resulting in effective learning outcomes. Effectiveness is sometimes considered as a motivation (Keller, 2010).

Resources for designing online-based learning require student-centered learning which leads to independent learning. Independence learning requires effective use of learning resources. Effective learning can ultimately create individuals to obtain skills, knowledge, learning enjoyment, and attitudes. Learning is an attempt to manage the environment intentionally (Miarso, 2007); creating positive and effective learning conditions by utilizing learning resources help users develop their competences to gain critical thinking, attitudes, skills, and other positive attitudes from what is learned.

The results of the field trials were also relevant to other studies. During trials, the users had high motivation in learning. Increased motivation in designing learning with the help of online learning resources has a positive impact on improving pedagogical competences and teacher professionalism. In addition, the use of online-based learning resources can be adjusted by users with existing capabilities and existing learning environments. Users’ responses as a test subject are relevant to the cognitive approach to active division. Cognitive approach emphasizes active learning because it assumes people to learn not only by observing but by doing the approach. It also shows the importance of various activities in learning that utilize online multimedia. The interactions that occur not only to maintain attention, but also to help to create, to store new knowledge and skills, and to facilitate understanding. The principle of active learning using online-based learning
resources in a constructivist view is an important point for teachers as learning planners. Learning is the process of people actively building knowledge. Traditional teaching methods, such as memorizing, demonstrating, and imitating, are considered incompatible with the notion that learning is a process of constructing new knowledge and understanding.

The application of designing online-based learning resource can improve the effectiveness of learning and facilitate the learning process for teachers. The teachers have a positive attitude towards online-based learning models for problem solving in order to improve their competences. The facts found in the trial process of designing online-based learning resource users were relevant to the research findings of Varol (2014) and Herguner (2016) who revealed that trained students consider it important to have competences in information technology. In this context, the online-based learning resource in sync with efforts to develop teacher competences regarding the integration information technology enables them to evaluate their technological competences in an independent way. In accordance with the guidelines for formative evaluation of development projects, the results of field trials show that the use of online-based learning resource is feasible and effective.

The quality of the results of the instructional design conducted by the teacher would have an impact on the quality and success of learning. As an agent of learning, it is important for teachers to carry out design-based learning activities. Teachers must be able to adapt and make changes. The teacher (Fullan, 2000), is part of the learning unit; each unit must be able to develop abilities, move and make changes, and develop new skills and attitudes. In short, each unit must develop learning abilities. In the process of design and learning activities, teachers do not only rely on individual abilities. As a process with a broad impact, the design activities undertaken by the teachers must involve other units. Like students, colleagues, leaders, or experts who can be asked for their opinions. This is important because the design-based learning is the first and foremost element that must be present in learning. A design-based learning becomes an umbrella for the implementation of the components in the learning process.

Conclusion and Implications

Research regarding Indonesian teachers' competency in designing good and effective learning was still limited. With the ability to master computers and network systems, teachers want specific online-based learning resources to become a guide in designing learning. Development of online-based learning resources is carried out with the correct procedures following the methods, principles, and development models that are guided, starting from needs analysis, planning, design, evaluation, and testing. The use of online-based learning resource effectively increases competences and performances of teachers in designing learning. The effectiveness, efficiency, and attractiveness of the resources are evidenced by the quality of teacher design-based learning that have met required indicators.

The online-based learning resource is a product that provides a broad impact, especially for teachers. On that basis, it is important to be considered by the stakeholders who run the policy so that the product can be widely used for teachers at all levels of
education. The online-based learning resource can be used by teachers in design-based learning activities in teacher working groups. This was seen not only during trials, but also in routine activities at school. Another implication, the internet networks in schools should be used more optimally by teachers in an effort to improve competences. In an effort to support wider product dissemination and implementation, the local government needs to facilitate and make policies, to improve facilities and funding for the development of the support system in the form of increasing the capacity of existing accessibility in schools and training institutions. Thus, it will be easier to access modules online quickly.

Some limitations are found in this project. Online-based learning resources have experienced rapid changes in their development from time to time. The latest technology and upgrading products are needed continuously to align with these developments. Required planning and design as well as accurate calculations for research and development starting from preparation, producing, validation, working with multimedia experts and trial process. The results of this study are limited to the subject of Indonesian junior high school language teachers. In addition, the internet network is a problem that is occasionally encountered by teachers during the implementation of online learning. In certain conditions, teachers have difficulty getting internet access. In online learning that utilizes the internet network, a problem that often occurs is the condition in which there is a network that is disconnected during learning process. Access to the internet must be one of the considerations in determining online-based learning. Thus, learning developers need to pay attention to the percentage of conventional (face-to-face) and online learning that emphasizes more independent learning. Therefore, the initial analysis steps for all components involved in learning are important. Furthermore, the data found in the study is qualitative data from the facts found during the development process to formative evaluation. It is important for researchers and subsequent developers to conduct more in-depth research with various methods.
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